A Guide to Fair
Wear and Tear,
life expectancy
& apportioning
costs

Fair Wear and Tear
We all believe that we know what ‘Fair Wear and Tear’ means. However, now
through the legal process it is becoming more defined. A tenant cannot be held
responsible at the end of the tenancy for changes in a property’s condition caused
by what the House of Lords has called ‘reasonable use of the premises by the tenant
and the ordinary operation of natural forces (i.e. a passage of time). It is common
sense and experience gained as an inventory clerk which are the two most important
assets for successful ‘Fair Wear and Tear’ decision making.
The terms of the tenancy agreement (or other agreements, preferably signed and
dated by both parties) may over rule recommendations made herein. It is recognised
that Inventory Clerks are at liberty to make alternative recommendations because a
document such as this cannot consider all the nuances of every property, its
furnishings and events that occur during tenancies.
Many factors should be assessed to
reach a fair judgement. For
example the following should be
taken into consideration.
-

The quality of the supplied item
The condition at check in
The condition at check out
Any extenuating circumstances

The Law does not allow for
betterment,
which
means
a
Landlord cannot expect to have
old replaced with new at the
tenants’
expense
or
charge
cleaning costs for that soiled at the
start of the tenancy.
The tenant has a duty of care to
return the property at the end of
the tenancy in the same condition,
Fair Wear and Tear excepted, as
that recorded on the Inventory at
the start of the Tenancy.
Landlords must provide documentation and information on any items of particular
value for example, antiques, collectables, art works etc. Items of no particular value
other than being of sentimental value should be removed from the property.

A rough guide to life expectancy
Below are some examples showing the very approximate life expectancy of
decoration and inventory items in an average family home.
Wear-and-tear will vary depending on what market and type of tenant your property
attracts.
A professional couple who are out at work will cause less natural wear than a family
with small children who are in the property all day. You cannot therefore impose the
same life expectancy to different groups of tenant.

Decoration life expectancy
Hall
Stairs
Landing
Kitchen
Bathroom
Sitting rooms
Dining rooms
Bedrooms

3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
3 years
4 years
4 years
6 years

The size of the rooms is taken into
account when working out the life
expectancy of the decoration. A small
room with lots of furniture will sustain
more wear than a spacious one where
it is easy to move around without
touching walls and surfaces.
Damage caused by smoking, tar and nicotine staining/soiling, may not be
considered as fair wear and tear, depending upon the clauses in the Tenancy
Agreement. All affected surfaces have to be thoroughly washed prior to being
repainted to ensure that staining does not gradually reappear through the new paint.
There may be circumstances where excessive wear and tear will require
compensation or charges to make good, for example numerous nail or pin holes, torn
wallpaper, paint/woodwork gouges, soiling etc.

Carpets
Standard quality
High quality
Very high quality

3 years
10 years
Up to 20 years

The following information is required when
calculating compensation for stained or damaged
carpets.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age & Quality
Manufacturer’s recommended life
expectancy for that carpet
Traffic/wear at time of check in
Expected traffic during the tenancy
Condition at check out
Any extenuating circumstances

Laminated Flooring
Standard quality
High quality
Very high quality

3 years
10 years
Up to 20 years

Surface scratches, nicks and minor indentations are
considered to be consistent with fair wear and tear.
Drag marks, deep scratches or scrapes, burn marks
and stains are considerable to be chargeable as
damage.
There are many qualities of laminated flooring, many of
which are not suitable for areas such as kitchens and
bathrooms. If water penetrates the joints, the laminate
surface has a tendency to raise up or blister therefore
the tenant cannot be held responsible.

Appliances
Cooker
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Washing machine
Tumble dryer

6-7 years
6-7 years
6-7 years
7-8 years
7-8 years

The life expectancy is of that recommended by
the manufacturers; however, damage caused by
misuse is not considered to be consistent with fair
wear and tear.

Fabrics, Blinds and Upholstery
Tenancy Agreement sometimes require fabrics, (for example, curtains, blinds and
upholstery etc) to be professionally cleaned for the start of the tenancy (particularly
corporate lettings). It is usual
practice to expect the cleaning of
fabrics after a 12 month or longer
tenancy if professional cleaning was
carried out at the commencement
of the tenancy. However, we
recommend
that
professional
cleaning of curtains be carried out
at the owner’s discretion as
regardless of quality, most fabrics
age prematurely with too frequent
professional cleaning.

Cleaning
Soiling or staining to any degree is not considered to be fair wear and tear.

Gardens
•
•

•

•

It is usual for a Landlord to be
responsible for the control of trees
Who is responsible for large evergreen
shrubs and hedging should
be indicated in the tenancy
agreement
Normal weather soiling is considered to
be consistent with fair wear and tear
including marks left by planters on
paving
Paths and paving should be swept and
the furniture cleaned

Damage by Natural Forces
Damage by natural forces is not the tenants fault and is considered to be Fair wear
and tear, examples of these are:
•
•
•
•

Sunlight shining through windows onto curtains and carpets causing fading
Discolouration and rot of polyester net curtain
Storm damage to structures
Weathering of external surfaces

Principles of Apportionment
Before you begin making charges against your tenant’s deposit you need to be able
to qualify the amounts and how you have calculated them in order to show that you
are acting fairly.
You must consider the items that you are claiming for very carefully and always take
into account age and value in respect of depreciation and wear.
If your tenancy agreement and your inventory state that the tenant is required to
leave the property in a clean condition, it is quite simple for you to obtain quotes from
local companies who can clean the property if the tenant fails to do so. It is more
difficult to calculate a fair and reasonable charge for damaged or missing items and
you should think about the following:
• How much money the item costs to replace ‘like for like’.
• The expected lifespan of the item that is damaged or missing.
• How long the item had been in the property before the tenant took occupancy.

Compensation
Sometimes your tenant may cause damage to a part of the property where it would
be unreasonable to charge for replacements, so consider making a fixed charged
instead. The most common instances where you might seek compensation are:
• Cigarette burns
• Iron burns
• Kitchen worktop burns/damage
• Mattress stains
Remember, you cannot benefit financially or materially when you deduct money
from your tenants deposit, so if your tenant puts a small cigarette burn in a carpet it
would not be reasonable to claim to re-carpet the entire room. Instead, claim
compensation for the damages listed above. A fair sum might be £25 in each
instance.

Missing or replacement items
When you need to replace items that are either damaged or missing from the
property it is useful to have a few catalogues to hand or alternatively search on the
internet at two or three stores which stock the type of items that you are replacing.
If you cannot find an exact replacement, try to match it as best you can and keep
print-outs or copies of the brochure items so that you can show your tenant what you
are basing your figures on.

Example 1
A tenant vacates the property having broken an armchair and spilled red wine all
over the seat. The item of furniture has been damaged beyond repair and you want
to claim for a replacement against the tenant’s deposit. You might consider that a
fair life expectancy for the armchair in a rented property is eight years. You bought it
new two years ago and put it into the rented property right away so you have
benefited from a quarter of its natural life. As you cannot claim for the usage already
had from the armchair and it is not reasonable to claim ‘new for old,’ even though
the item was in good condition at the start of the tenancy, your tenant should be
responsible for 75 per cent of the cost of a like–for-like replacement.
Example 2
The apportionment of charges for cleaning, making good etc is commonly used and
a useful aid when dealing with end of tenancy charges.
At check in a carpet had not been freshly cleaned and it had a few spot marks. At
check out it was found to be soiled. In this scenario the Landlord will not be entitled to
full compensation for its cleaning costs, because that would be ‘betterment.’ A Fair
solution is for the tenant to pay a percentage of the cleaning costs. The percentage
is dependant upon:
•
•
•
•
•

The degree of soiling at check in
The degree of soiling at check out
When the carpet etc was last cleaned
An allowance for reasonable use during the tenancy
Any extenuating circumstances e.g. building or plumbing work etc

Example 3
A rug is missing at check out. It is described at the check in as
having residual soiling and a few tassels missing. What should
the tenant pay?
•
•
•

Expected life expectancy of the rug expressed as a
fraction of the total life expectancy, say 2/5ths
Known damage to the rug at check in which reduces
the liability fraction by say by 1/10th
This gives a liability of 3/10ths of the value of the
replacement

Example 4
From the narrow hall into the kitchen there is sharp right hand
turn. Clearly the exposed corner of the walls is very vulnerable
and is subject to considerable wear, finger marks and light
scuffing. At check in it was noted that the magnolia emulsion
was newly washed down but lightly scuffed though the
surface was unbroken. At the end of the 2 year tenancy, after
being washed down by the tenant prior to Check Out, it
appears to have worn through and there is a bad chip. You
know that the Landlord believes the tenant should pay for the
repainting of the hall. What is fair wear and tear and what is
damage in such a circumstance?
Whilst it can be argued that an exposed location will have to
have its emulsion renewed more often that that in a sheltered
spot, which is appropriate in this circumstance? The damage
will have to be made good at the tenant’s expense. How
much? We recommend that all the cost of the repair to the
corner wall, plus an appropriate contribution for the repainting
of that specific area only, though the age of the decorations
has to be taken into account. The remainder is normal
maintenance which is the Landlords responsibility.

Contact us today to see how we can
help give you peace of mind.
Call NCL Inventories 07703 477245
Email contact@ncl-inventories.co.uk
Visit www.ncl-inventories.co.uk

